To quote this chapter: 
at the Venice International Film Festival. Likewise, the movie based on the well-known novel of Jorge Franco, Rosario Tijeras, was nominated for the Spanish Goya Award for the best foreign film. It is reportedly the sixth highest-grossing film in Colombian history, with more than 1 million tickets sold (Colprensa, 2015) . The novel was also broadcast as a televised series in 2010, under the slogan 'It is harder to love than to kill'. The show sparked controversies in Colombia and beyond. The Guardian describes it in an article entitled: 'Colombians outraged by narco-soaps glamorising cartels` (Brodzinsky, 2010) .
According to the British newspaper, negative reactions were heard even in neighbouring Panama, where president Ricardo Martinelli officially declared that the show exalted drug trafficking, theft and mugging; damaging its own country and corrupting its moral values.
Similarly, in El Colombiano, the former secretary of Education of Medellin, Ramiro
Valencia Cossio (2010) , harshly called into question the justification of the producers, when they stated that the show was no more than a reflection of Medellin's reality: is a sad illustration of this dynamic. Gaviria, in order to capture the reality of Medellin's slums, hired mostly street kids, imposing them only with few directions in their acting.
As he recalls:
It was one of the points where the limit between documentary and fiction was the closest. Some were acting while others were playing in an altered state, which was theirs anyway. It is by sniffing glue that they express their sadness. (Rigoulet, 1998) Most of the actors met a tragic fate after the movie: some were assassinated while others finished in prison, like the main actor Leidy Tabares, due to her involvement in the murder of a taxi driver in Medellin (Cano, 2014 ).
If we look specifically at the Colombian mediascape of the last decade, the most successful production is without any doubt the televised series on Pablo Escobar, El Patron del mal (The Boss of Evil). In 2012, the national TV channel Caracol Televisiσn broadcast every weeknight one of the 113 one-hour episodes of this series retracing the life of Escobar. Although the show triggered criticism on the glorification of the infamous drug lord, it was enormously successful: the first episode was watched by 11 million Colombians, or 62.7 per cent of people watching television at this time (Edition of Cosecha Roja, 2012) . The show won an international audience and was broadcast in 66 countries including North Korea; it is now considered as one of the biggest successes in the history of Colombian television (Wallace, 2013 ). An important feature in our context is the fact that it was produced and directed by close victims of Escobar. The producer, Camilo Cano, is one of the five sons of Guillermo Cano, who was the director of the newspaper El Espectador until his assassination by one of Escobar's hit men. The director, Juana Uribe, was the niece of one of the most fervent opponents of Escobar: Luis Carlos Galαn, a presidential candidate who was also killed on the orders of the 'boss of evil' (Gómez, 2012) .
Another television series related to Escobar that won a worldwide audience is the Netflix production, Narcos. While the principal sources for El patron del mal were Colombian victims, Narcos is partly based on the testimonies of two Drug Enforcement Agents (DEA), who served as consultants for the production. Former agents Steve Murphy and Javier Pena were operating in Medellin in the 1980s and are now the main characters of the show. Even though they agree that the real heroes were the Colombian National Police and that 'they were just doing their jobs and trying to have a good time'
(Steve Murphy interviewed in Men's Journal, Throp, 2015) , the international perspective on this traumatic memory is often criticized in Colombia.
Besides the recurrent complaint that the Brazilian actor Wagner Moura who portrays Escobar has a foreign accent, the simplification of the complex issues associated with narco-trafficking is widely criticized. As the blogger Bernardo Aparicio Garcνa states:
'Watching Narcos seemed to me like grabbing a bag of popcorn and watching my country John 'Popeye' Velásquez, the former right hand of Escobar, also founded a YouTube channel -'Remorseful Popeye' -now watched by more than 100,000 subscribers.
'Popeye' spent 22 years in jail after being convicted for the murder of the presidential candidate Luis Carlos Galán. However, he has also claimed responsibility for hundreds of other deaths, including many policemen. Even though the former hit man asserts that his objective is to warn young people away from crime, his channel is seen as deeply offensive by many victims. As Popeye claims: 'Everything Pablo Emilio Escobar Gaviria did was bad. It's important that new generations don't get fixated on the figure of Pablo Escobar and even less on mine. We should not be a model for anyone. We are bandits' (Brodzinsky, 2016 When I switch the Television on and the first thing I see is my persecutor, the less I can say is that it is not pleasant.
[…] Why do they only make tributes to the bad guys and not to the good ones? Why don't they do that with all the good guys killed by Popeye? (Semana.com, 2017) In a context where reality and fiction often intertwine, popular culture and violence are closely related. Narco-history represents an important source of inspiration for every sector of the Colombian mediascape and popular culture: it appears in soap operas, documentaries, web-television, movies and literature, all elements contributing to the social fabric of Medellin.
Escobar, narco-aesthetic and tourism
The celebrated Colombian painter and sculptor Fernando Botero has also contributed to publicizing the image of Pablo Escobar. Even though he publicly expressed his disgust for the drug lord, Botero represented his death in two of his paintings: The Death of Pablo Escobar (1999) Back home, they had the money to transform any woman into that canon of beauty. (Henao, 2015) Moreover, this process is described in a famous novel that also generated a television Furthermore, some peripheral neighbourhoods of Medellin, generally built by wardisplaced people, are also becoming part of the tourist companies' proposed programs.
'Comuna tours' (Naef, 2016) referring to the common designation of these urban areas as 'comunas', explore specific parts of these neighbourhoods, looking at their violent past, but also at contemporary issues of violence, setting them against the creativity and resilience of their inhabitants. These tours generally offer a narrative closely associated with the urban transformation and social investments that can be seen in the city. They are thus an appropriate tool in relaying the public authorities' promotional discourse on the 'miracle' of Medellin: a place shifting from 'the most violent to the most innovative city in the world' (Naef, 2016, p. 1).
Theoretical underpinnings: violence, tourism and popular culture
The state certainly plays an important role in the memorialization of violence, by its implementation of institutions such as memorial museums and official commemorations, but many initiatives also flourish in civil society and popular culture. A clear-cut distinction between state and civil society-supported projects seems reductive, as does opposing a popular and an elite way of remembering. Some initiatives instigated by civil society may win the support of the public authorities. In this context, artistic and memorial projects born in popular neighbourhoods can end up in a state museum; private and smallscale tourism projects can become successful enterprises. Memory of violence in
Colombia is thus fragmented, produced by various sources and represented in many different, and often conflicting, ways.
Violence and its fascinating aura significantly impacts popular culture, as well as the whole social fabric, and the tourism sector increasingly cashes in on it. Both tourism and popular culture are important vehicles of representations of this dissonant heritage.
However, when a traumatic past is at issue, memory studies still tend to overlook this area, focusing instead on more legitimate institutions of memory, such as museums and official memorials. This analysis seeks to bridge the gap, and contribute to deconstructing the general opposition between 'popular' and 'official' (or elitist) memorialization.
Research related to violence and popular culture is growing in Latin America, especially relating to Mexico (Aguilera, 2002; Polit-Dueñas, 2013 ) Colombia (Cobo, 2008; Rincón, 2009; Polit-Dueñas, 2013; Naef, in preparation; and Brazil (Larkins, 2015) . In Rio de Janeiro, Larkins (2015, p. 212 culture', has been widely explored in various disciplines such as literature (Freccero, 1999) , rhetoric (Brummett, 2014) , sociology (Mouchtouris, 2007; Delaney & Madigan, 2016) and anthropology (Buhle, 1987; Danesi, 2007; Long & Robinson, 2009) . Popular culture has various meanings and there is still a lack of consensus on what it does and does not include. (Long & Robinson, 2009 ) Scholars usually agree that it is largely determined by people's everyday activities, like food, sport or language, and it is disseminated and fed by the mass media, including vehicles such as television, radio, the Internet and printed materials (Brummett, 2014) . As stated above, popular culture is often opposed to the notion of 'high culture' or 'elite culture': the fine arts, opera, theatre and other elements not mass produced and primarily associated with the upper socioeconomic classes.
Delaney ( 
The narcos and the miracle of Medellin
The urban armed conflict in Medellin in the last decades profoundly marked its social fabric. For many Colombians, unfortunately, violence is part of everyday life. This violent heritage is significantly integrated in popular culture, determined, as Brummett (2014) states, by people's everyday life. Thus, many novels, movies, songs or soap operas focus on the gangs and cartels involved in drug trafficking. As Rincón (2009, p. 162) cynically claims:
The truth is that in Narco.lombia, without tits, weapons and money, there is no happiness. The society enjoys the taste of mafia, the truth of silicone and the ethic of the gun. Therefore, our literary, artistic, musical and television fiction; our language, our architecture and our tastes; our politics and our president celebrate, without decency, the values of narco. And, most extraordinary of all, medias, journalists and Colombians, we do not see anything bad in it.
(Translated from Spanish by the author) Narco-culture is present in every segment of Colombian society: entertainment and tourism, but also architecture (Cobo, 2008) , language (Salazar, 1990) and aesthetics (Rincón, 2009) . The commodification process that accompanies tourism and popular culture significantly contributes to trivializing the violence described in these practices and productions. In the case of Colombian and Mexican narco-novelas, Polit-Dueñas (2013, p. 109) remarks that reality can often be stranger than fiction: 'Death is described in repetitive and shocking ways; it eventually becomes overly exaggerated. In the end, Colombia's violent history is simplified, notwithstanding the comment of agent Murphy in the trailer for the second season of Narcos: 'If there is something I learned in the narco world, it is that things are always more complicated that you think'.
According to Long and Robinson (2009, p. 103 Additionally, some of their victims are also occasionally incorporated into the series, played by actors or even appearing in documentary footage. Depending on how they portray these figures, some popular culture productions can spark harsh controversies.
Narcos, El patron del mal and other large-scale productions represent key illustrations of the way dissonant representations and discourses clash in a society still traumatized by an unfinished armed conflict.
Moreover, some former criminals like Roberto Escobar and Popeye are now involved in the management of businesses in the tourism sector or in areas of popular culture. These can be financially profitable, while serving at the same time as a vehicle expressing a particular viewpoint. Roberto Escobar is not only a touristic resource; he is also a memorial entrepreneur (Naef, in preparation) . In this context, victims can be even more uncomfortable with some of the representations of their heritage. Yet, on the other hand, the diversity of narco-productions in Medellin's mediascape and touristscape also reflects a form of pacification in the social tissue of the city. As the blogger Aparicio To conclude this analysis, it is stated that opposing popular culture to 'high' or 'elite' culture is more restrictive than productive. Projects and productions evolve in time and their status (and those of their producers) shifts from one context to another. Plus, the designation of 'popular' and 'high' can often imply a normative dimension, which can influence the public, as well as researchers. The study of narco-culture, far from being anecdotal and frivolous, provides important and concrete insights into contemporary Latin American society.
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